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Lichtenstein Comic Book Paintings
LESSON OVERVIEW:
Students will create “hero” paintings inspired by comic books while learning the processes and ideas behind Roy Lichtenstein’s Pop art.

TIME AND DURATION: 25 hours suggested
• 1 hour for presentation

MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES:
•
•
•
•
•

Students will learn about Pop art and Roy Lichtenstein
Student will stretch and gesso their own canvas (optional)
Student will create an acrylic painting by mimicking the 2-D artwork found in comic books
Students will reflect on creative process and problem-solving experiences through writing and drawing exercises
Students will create a title and artist statement for their work

CONNECTION TO THE BECHTLER COLLECTION:
Students will view artwork created by Roy Lichtenstein, focusing on his comic book inspired paintings. For additional inspiration, students
will look at the Pop art movement as a whole, discussing how “low art” can be elevated through “high art”.
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VOCABULARY AND DEFINITIONS:
• Pop Art – Primarily invented by American and British artists, Pop
Art was a style of modern art in the 1960's that used the
imagery of mass-media, mass-production, and consumer culture
• High Art – High art is meant to be appreciated by those with the
most cultivated taste, mostly in the upper class
• Low Art – Low art is for the masses, accessible and easily
comprehended artwork
• Ben-Day Dots – Ben-Day dots are used in a printing process,
named after illustrator and printer Benjamin Henry Day, Jr., to
create a technique dating from 1879 that accomplished
different effects, colors and shading by using same size dots
either closely or widely spread over an image. Roy Lichtenstein
used enlarged versions of Ben-Day dots in his own paintings to
mimic the printing process of comic books
• Thumbnail Sketch – A quick, small sketch used by artists to plan
out a final composition
• Subjective – Based on or influenced by personal feelings, tastes,
or opinions
• Objective – Not influenced by personal feelings or opinions in
considering and representing facts
• Canvas Stretcher Bars – Four stretcher bars that are used to
construct a usually wooden stretcher used by artists to mount
their canvases
• Gesso – A primer that prepares a surface for painting, making
the surface slightly textured and ready to accept paint while
preventing the surface from soaking up the applied paint
• Primary Colors – A group of colors from which all other colors
can be obtained by mixing. In pigment, primary colors are red,
blue, and yellow
• Complementary Colors – Colors directly opposite each other in
the color spectrum, such as red and green or blue and orange

MATERIALS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Comic books or printed examples
Drawing paper
Pencil + eraser
Stretchers (4 per student)
Rubber mallet or hammer
Canvas pliers
Roll of cotton or linen canvas
Canvas stapler
Staples
Gesso
Gesso brush
Acrylic paint (Red, blue, yellow, black, white)
Paintbrushes
Water cup
Disposable painting palettes
Student artwork

PROCEDURES:
PRIOR KNOWLEDGE:
• Students should have basic knowledge of the elements and principles
of design
• Students should have earlier knowledge of basic color mixing
• Students should have experience writing

PROCESS:
• After an introduction to Roy Lichtenstein, Pop art and comic
books, students will go over vocabulary and the project
• Demonstrate how to properly stretch and gesso a canvas
• After students have properly stretched their canvas, students
will paint three separate layers of gesso, waiting between
coats for paint to fully dry
• While paint is drying between coats, students will participate
in a writing prompt, “What makes a hero?”
•
Why do people look up to comic book heroes?
•
Do superpowers make a hero?
•
What personality traits should heroes have?
• Students will have the opportunity to create their own comic
book hero based on a person in their life (family member,
friend, themselves) or based on overcoming a personal fear
or obstacle
• Students will brainstorm a variety of heroes before deciding
on one to be the subject of their painting
• Students will flip through comic books or go online to view
example comic book art from the 1930s until present day
and choose a scene or style to base their painting on
• Students will sketch out their composition based on their
chosen comic book scene, omitting unnecessary imagery and
altering to fit their own narrative and style

Sketching on canvas
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• After sketching different ideas based on their chosen
imagery, students will create a variety of thumbnail sketches
to experiment with color scheme, ben-day dots, and text
• Prior to transferring their final sketch to their canvas,
students should softly sand down their dried canvas to create
a smoother surface
• Students will lightly draw their final sketch onto their canvas
• Once drawings are complete, students will briefly review
color mixing with acrylic paints
• Students will begin painting their canvas, focusing on solid
color fields first, and moving on to details, Ben-Day dots and
text
• Once students have finished painting their canvas, students
have the option to use paint pens to add strong outlines and
Ben-Day dots to their final image
• Students will create a 3 to 5 sentence artist statement based
on their final piece, describing their inspiration, their
mediums and techniques, and their hero
• Students will participate in an informal critique using project
specific vocabulary to describe what is successful in their
artwork and what can be improved

CANVAS STRETCHING PROCESS:
• Gather all needed materials prior to stretching canvas
•
Canvas stretcher bars in desired sizes (2 of each
size, 4 total)
•
Rolled cotton or linen canvas, cut 3 inches larger
than canvas stretcher
•
Rubber mallet or hammer
•
Canvas stapler with staples
•
Canvas pliers
• Slide stretcher bars together at joints with the same lengths
parallel to one another – they will slide together like puzzle
pieces
• Use a rubber mallet to hammer each corner, making sure the
stretcher bars are flush and not loose
• Once canvas stretcher bars are connected with friction, lay
the square or rectangle canvas stretcher in the middle of the
precut cotton or linen canvas, with the back of stretcher bars
facing up and the front of the stretcher face down on the
canvas
• Pull the canvas over one side of the stretcher and staple
directly in the middle of the stretcher bar – This will be side 1
• Flip the stretcher around to the parallel side – This will be
side 2
• Use the canvas pliers to pull the canvas taught and staple in
the middle of the stretcher bar, directly across from the first
staple
• Flip the stretcher to one of the other sides without any
staples and pull taught using the pliers before stapling in the
center again – This will be side 3
• Flip the stretcher to the final side and repeat – This will be
side 4

Stretcher bars connecting at joints
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• Returning to side 1, use the pliers to pull the canvas taught
about one inch to the left of the center staple and staple
again
• Repeat one inch to the right of the middle staple
• Flip the stretcher around to the parallel side, side 2, and
repeat
• Flip to perpendicular side 3 and pull the canvas taught with
the pliers before stapling about one inch to the left of the
middle staple
• Repeat one inch to the right of the middle staple
• Flip to the final side, side 4, and pull the canvas taught with
the pliers before stapling about one inch to the left of the
middle
• Repeat one inch to the right of the middle staple
• Repeat the above steps, slowly moving outwards from the
middle of each side one inch at a time
• Always staple parallel sides back to back (1 and 2, then 3 and
4) before moving on to the other sides and pull the canvas
tight with the pliers
• Once the canvas is stretched and stapled, it should have a
similar feel to a drum, without wrinkles or gaps
• With the excess canvas on the back of the stretcher, fold the
corners neatly and staple
• After finishing the canvas, use a large paintbrush to paint
gesso over the entire canvas
• Paint one direction first and let dry before painting a second
layer in the opposite direction
• Paint a total of 3 to 4 layers of gesso, alternating direction for
each layer to evenly coat the canvas
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PROTIPS:
•
•
•
•
•

Create only a light contour line drawing on your canvas and avoid shading so the graphite will not blend with the paint.
It will take at least 24 hours for your canvas to fully dry after applying gesso, so be sure to give yourself enough time.
If you are having trouble stretching your canvas, there are loads of video tutorials on the internet!
If you do not have paint pens, use sharpies to outline your comic book painting and add Ben-Day dots.
This lesson can also be done on store bought canvas, canvas panel, or any preferred painting surface.

POPULATION + MODIFICATION:
The Bechtler has used this lesson with 9th – 12th graders in our Artist in Schools program. This lesson can be modified for younger ages by
removing the canvas stretching section and focusing on painting.
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STUDENT EVALUATION AND LESSON ASSESSMENT:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-assessment of student knowledge prior to instruction
Writing assignments throughout the project
Sketches for final contour line drawing
On-going formative assessment and feedback
Final comic book inspired painting on hand stretched (optional) canvas
Student ability to create title and artist statement for artwork

N.C. ESSENTIAL STANDARDS AND OBJECTIVES:
I.V.1 Use the language of visual arts to communicate effectively
• I.V.1.1 Use art vocabulary to critique art
I.V.2 Apply creative and critical thinking skills to artistic expression
• I.V.2.2 Use experiences and observations to create content for art
• I.V.2.3 Understand the role of emotion, imagination, and creativity in producing content for original art
I.V.3 Create art using a variety of tools, media, and processes, safely and appropriately
• I.V.3.1 Understand the function of tools in creating art.
• I.V.3.3 Analyze the relationship between process and product
I.CX.2 Understand the interdisciplinary connections and life applications of the visual arts
• I.CX.2.2 Apply skills and knowledge learned in various disciplines to visual arts
• I.CX.2.3 Apply collaborative skills to create art
I.CR.1 Use critical analysis to generate responses to a variety of prompts
• I.CR.1.2 Critique personal art using personal or teacher-generated criteria
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